“Unity, through my experience, is a treasure trove of knowledge and tools we can use to guide us through this human experience. There are lessons and mentors to help us view the world in vivid color. Unity is a support system and community like no other. Learning to take a moment to step back and truly understand the wonders around us is breathtaking. We are human and we stumble, we fall, but we can get right back up. As a young adult, I question and challenge that which I do not know, because I want to understand. Unity has encouraged me to do so, to step forth and discover and explore. So, I implore those around me to do that same. The Next Generation of Unity (N.G.U.) is a great opportunity to spark that courage, igniting the Christ light to burn brightest, in the young adults who are discovering their place in this world.” Kaelyn Christiana, Unity of Pensacola

We, on the NextGen Leadership team, wish to gain information from young adults ages 18 – 35 in order to help our Unity Ministers and Spiritual Leaders serve this group of congregants. Some information we are seeking from NextGen are:

- How young adults perceive Churches/Spiritual Centers.
- What type of involvement do they desire in Churches/Spiritual Centers.
- For Next Gen – do we keep one large group or break it down into two or more groups.
- What type of experience would they like to see in Churches/Spiritual Centers.
- What is the best way to communicate with NextGen.

Our team has formulated a survey to be dispersed to 18 – 35-year old’s in your congregation who currently participate in Unity Ministries or have participated in Unity in the past.

Please help us gather this information in order to share it with all of you later in the year. Below is a link that will take young adults to the survey. Their responses are anonymous and confidential.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NGU2019

Thank you for sharing this link to your young adults in Unity.

Abundant Blessings,

Rev. Ytonna Dyess Finnegan
UWM NextGen Unity
Team Leader